Circuit Breakers

- Molded Case Circuit Breakers - Insulated Case Circuit Breakers - Air Circuit breakers -
- Bolt On - Plug In - Feed Thru - Non Automatic Switch - Thermal Magnetic - Magnetic Only - Solid State -
- Fixed Mount - Draw Out - Electrically Operated - Manually Operated -
- Ground Fault Protection - Shunt Trips - UVR’s - Auxiliaries - Mounting Hardware -

Frames we offer:

- CQD - ED - EE - EF - EH - EQ - FJ - FJ6 - FXD - G - HE - HEB - HED - HF - HF6 - HFD - HHED - HJ - HJD - HK -
- SND - SCND - SHND - SPD - SHPD -
Bus Plugs
- 3 Wire & 4 Wire Plugs - 240, 480V & 600V - Fusible & Breaker Types - Neutral & Ground Kit Assemblies -

Types we offer:
- BOS - BD - BEC - BFC - BJC - BLC - BMC - RV - REC - R4C - RFC - RJC - RLC - RMC - SLID - SLEC -

Switches
- Disconnect Safety Switches - Fusible & Non-Fusible - 240V, 480V & 600V - Indoor "N1" -
- Dust Tight "N12" - Outdoor "N3R" - Stainless Steel "N4X" 30A-2000A Switches available -
- Fusible Panel Mount Switches -

Types we offer:
- V2A - V2B - V2E - V2F - V7B - V7E - V7F - V7H - HCP -

Motor Control

MCC Buckets - Feeder & Combination type, from 6" - 48"
Breaker type & Fusible - 240V, 480V & 600V, 30A - 1200A

Types we offer:
- Model 95 Plus/Tiastar - Model 95 - MARQ 2 - Series 5640 - Series 5641 - Series 5642 -
- Series 9800 - 89 Specia -

Motor Starters - Current & Obsolete models - Across the line - Two Speed Reversing - Reduced Voltage - Thermal & Solid State types from size 00-8

Contact Kits - Available for all 3TF & 3TB Series
Contactors & Motor Starters Size 00-6

Magnetic Coils - We have a variety of control voltages available in both AC & DC from 12V-600V

Thermal Heater Elements - All amperage ranges for current and obsolete model motor starters 0.1A - 350A

Overload Relays - Thermal & Solid State Overload Relays for Motor Starters size 00-8

Rebuild, Testing & Certification services available.
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